Signature Service Offering
Rapid Assessment & Development (RAD) provides a high-impact approach to assessing,
analyzing, developing, and implementing business-improvement solutions that involve
process and technology applications. It’s the ideal way to improve business analytics, as
well as budgeting, planning, forecasting, consolidation, and reporting processes.
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The Breakaway Difference
•We assess processes rapidly and
thoroughly, whereas the competition takes
two to three months
•We commit chief thought leaders with
BOTH technology and business analysis
backgrounds to each project
•We have extensive industry expertise in
Financial Services, Retail, Life Sciences, and
Manufacturing
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What is RAD?
A business assessment workshop involving your key process leaders
The workshop consists of five, three hour sessions over a two day
period, covering four to five core business processes. A one to two
week follow-up evaluation and design period produces a solution
success plan.
What can I expect?
After a two day workshop, we spend one to two weeks analyzing the
findings, we determine constraints and areas for systemization, and
then we jointly develop a proposal and scope document outlining
solutions that can be implemented within two to four months.
Solutions leverage both technology and process improvements.
What are some possible solutions?
Custom, state-of-the-art desktop applications that access your
current platforms, each application is a Web-enabled, online, realtime desktop solution with simultaneous data access and
manipulation capability by concurrent, multiple users.
How long will it take?
Implementation of typical end-solution plans average two to four
months using a joint development team. Large enterprise projects
may take longer.
How much will it cost?
The initial assessment workshop is a standard fixed fee that varies
based on the number of processes included in the scope.
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Incorporating state-of-the-art

Overall Goal

business performance management and
intelligence applications, as well as bestpractice process solutions, Breakaway’s

We work together on the Process Solutions and Technology Enablers
to move from time spent on manually intensive data management to
time spent on value-added activities of business support and
actionable analyses.
Breakaway Technologies’ Rapid Assessment & Development (RAD),a
bold approach to business improvement and technology
development, is more than just a technology assessment and
solution, more than just a business-process assessment and solution:
it enables you to achieve dynamic, high-quality, cost-effective results
in an accelerated time frame.

cost-effective programs enhance any
business model.

Functional Expertise
•Planning, Budgeting, and Forecasting
• Closing Cycle and Monthly Consolidations

Rave Reviews from Our Clients

• External Reporting and Analyses

• Decision-Support Analytics and Metrics

“Breakaway’s solutions were well thought out, well coordinated with
our business model, and directly resulted in a significant gain for my
area.”

Workshop Focus

—Executive Director, Clinical Affairs, J&J Ortho Biotech, NJ

• Manufacturing, Distribution, and R&D

• Reengineering and Work-Flow Analysis
• Performance Enhancement and
Best Practices

“What Breakaway did was truly amazing. Normally I’d have to invest
in a three-to four-month project with a Big Four consulting firm for
what they did in just two days. Their output was fantastic, extremely
focused, and our team really felt part of the solution.”

• Cycle Time Reduction
• Standardization and Simplification
• Organizational Assessments and
Performance Metrics

—Finance Leader, Research Triangle Institute, NC

• Data Definitions and Mapping
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Breakaway delivers superior business solutions by using and
recommending technologies that add value to our clients’ business
decision process, while providing the scalability that enables growth. We
focus on solutions and results, and are constantly identifying ways to
help our clients gain a competitive advantage, reduce operating costs,
and assess performance across the enterprise.
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